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Abstract
\Ve pre8ent a novel method t.o give a digital terrain Illode! frol1l ('on tour data. The method is
constitut.ed on a boundary value problem for 1he non-linear operator which expresses geomorphological features. In this result., the information of contours is fully used and a fine realistic
model with physi~al consistency given. We mention the framework and discuss the features
given hy t.he operator and show t.he outputs oht.ain",l h~' H,P method and by others to compare.

is

1

Introduction

H,'rc we pn'St"lIt a lIovel solution of the problem to give a digital terrain mode! from col1tour data.
The solution is constituted on a flexible framework and based on geomorphological consideration.
In this result, the infonnation of cont·our dat.a is fully used in the computation and a fine realistic
morlel with physical consistency is given. The terrain models do not ollly become free from the
'ullnahtral noises which are tmavoidaHe by the conventional methods. but also have the fractal
feature of landform.
For a long time, the prohlem has b""n mert'ly considered as 011(' of mathematkal interpolaHons.
Hence, from the applied mathematics. various solutions w...re transferred; i) the average of the
spline curves in differrnt directions [lJ, ii) one using the t.riangular decomposition [2,3J, iii)
th.. ~pline surfac... iv) the mitlimal-~!l('rgy sttrfacf' [41. ,.) thf' low-pas.« filter [5J, vi) one which
mixes ahove methods in a certain mantler, ... , etc. Such conventional methods bring various
str8ngenesses into the landfonns. For ~xample. i) generates huge artificial ditches and steps
or the starlike noise, ii) leaves teXture of spanning triaugles. iii).iv) and v) give funny smooth
sm{ac!'s like beaded plllRt.ks aud ,'raS(' th,· lines of "allf')," mill rid!!:,,,, ..... et.c. All of tllt'1ll lru..k
in ,'01l11"on the g'-"llIol'pllOlo!,:ielll feat.tH'e, SUdl '" I.he 1I1i11iule fol,ls awl wrinkles.
It se',,"s that the ,,!li)!·ts of t he most studies toclay ( for example [71 ) are made towat'ds the
suppression of t.he strang"n..ss~s within the above frameworks. Howeyex, the studies can succeed
only partially. Til... essential cause ror the strangeness('" is that all of the metho,is are merely
gpumE'trica1 arts ignoring th .. physical features of landform.

To oht.ain natural t.errltin modeb, We 11!11St <:';11sid,'1' t.his prohlelll a" t.he physkal reproduct.;'>!!
of lnndfol'lll f!'Om t.Il,' rOllt.onr dn.t.n and !1lU~t. has,> the t h,~l!'Y
I.h(' t't'Pl'OdUl't.ioll on g!'oIl101'phologi"al "ci"Il'·f'. W" tUtlst uotke t.hat t.It" problem is th.~ additioll of information. A !.erraiu
mod"l 11IUSt. h,' I'!'gllr<l<·d as It "rut.h,'sis of "'Ill" infol'lnllf.jou nild r.Ij(' <"<mt.onr <lat.lI.

or

Hence. W'.' dh'ide t.he prohll'm int.o two cnU(·cpt.s; how "'t' mid t.he information and what. iuformation we add. The former is the framework of the addition and the latter is the content
of the addition. In the conventional methods. the separation of the t.wo were not c.onsiderd,
and t.heir frameworks were not constituted so as to separate from their additional information.
AC"ordingly ill the Illost rases, their frameworks dominate the landfol1l1s by forcing only tneir.
own features. The content.s of t.he a.ddition have no ge()lllorphological consistellcy. Therefore
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the various straJlgenesses appear.
For example, the framework of iv) gives the minimality of the strain energy of the surface,
and that of v) gives the additional information that landform allows only folds larger than
the maximum distance between contours. The former has no geomorphological sharpness and
the latter denies the fractal feature. The additonal infonnation must be restricted within the
physical necessity.
The reproduction problem is how we add the general information of the geomorphological fea·
tures to the particular informal·ion of contour data. Howevel', it is almost. impossible to express
sucli features in the conventional frameworks. We need to prepare a framework with the ca·
pacity enough for the expression. Here we introduce a boundary value problem for a non-linear
operator as the mathematical framework to make this addition possible. The contour lines and
the elevational values are regarded as the boundaries and the boundary values, and the geomorphological features are expressed by the operator. We can handle additional information
widely by selecting the non· linear operator in this framework, and h'anslate the geomorphological requirements for the landform into the mathematical conditions for the operator. In the
mathematical studies of erosion, boundary value problems were discussed [il, but the operators
used there were linear and the geomorphological features were not satisfactorily expressed. Only
a non-linear operator makes it possible.
We give a formulation and a solution of the framework in section 2, and discuss the additional
geomorphological contents given by the operator in section 3, and show the shadings of terrain
models obtaind by this method and others in section 4.

2

Mathematical framework

Here we show the mathematical framework of the new method in 2.1, and give a solution in 2.2.

2.1

Formulation of framework

We prepare the tenninology for the formulation. Let L be a Banach space of real functions
on a real 2-dimensional domain D, II· II a norm of this space, Hom(L) the whole bounded
operator mapping from L into L, C; (c D, i;; 1,2, .. ·) the contour lines, and Vi (i = 1,2,00.J
the corresponding elevational values. An element hex, y) of L expresses the elevational values
on D, namely the terrain model.
AsslUlle that the equation dominating landforms exists and it is expressed by
(h E L, T E Hom(L»

h=Th

(1)

with the boundary value condition

"(x,y) E Ci (c D):

h(x,y)

= Vi

(i

= 1,2,00').

(2)

The formulation denotes two qualita.tively different informations. The one given by T is general
and the other given by the contour da.ta is particular. They are indispensable to the reproduction
problem. H the operator expresses the general geomorophologieal features, a naturallandfrom
corresponding to the boundary condition is obtained.
We ciiscuss the requirements for the operator in section 3. Note that we must discretize the
domain D to code the formulation in computer.

t.t Solution iA framewori;
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To solve the boundary \'lIIue problem of (1) and (2), we operate T iteratively on an initial point.
ho (E L). then the solution is given by
h

= N-co
lim TN ho•

(3)

This limit converges if

IIT(holif<l,

(4)

where t is the Frechet differential of T. T may be modified a little in every iteration in order
to converge and, if any, to satisfy other conditions.
In the case of a non-linear operator, the problem can only be solved by iterative method. Then
the convergence condition must he satisfied. We take the stacking model as the initial point for
the simplicity. Hence from now on, we consider the condition only at the initial point.
3

Contents given by operator

Here we give the limit of the framework and discuss the geomorphological content given hy the
operator.

3.1

Limit of framework

We pick up important geomorphological features and make the model. Of c.ourse such features
are restricted within what can be expressed as the fixed point of the operator. Furthermore,
the operator expressing the features must satisfy the convergence condit.ion. The lilllit of the
framework is determined from the two restrictions. The ·influence of the mathematical limit
on the geolllorphological features is not clear. However, the framework has large capacity of
the expression. The most of the terrain models seem to support the appropriateness of the
framework and the modeling operator.
Acc.ordingly, it should be noticed that the equation is an approximation and the solution does
not need the strictness. It is sufficient even when the iterative method holds asymptotically.

3.2

Geomorphological requirement., for the operator

The geomorphological requirements for the operator are related to various mathematical points.
We here discuss only three of the most important requirements without their mathematical
details.
The first is thit the geot!.lorphologicallaw expressed by the operator does not depend on position.
Geologically speaking, the law must depend on position.· However, we neglect the dependence
because the contour data do not have the information. Then the operator cannot have x and y
as its arguments.
The second is that the operator conserves the high-frequency components of the landform.
They are indispensable to the fractal feature. We can show that linear operators do not have
t.he con~ervational property by considering their representation ·in the Fourier space. Then we
must introduce a non-linear operator in order to posess the property.
The third is that the operator does not give any sihguralities and strange patterns along contour
lines, because a landform must be independent of the sampling pitch and the origin of contours.
It is very difficult to satisfy the requirement because it is related to not only many mathematical
points but also geomorphological points. For example, the operator must admit the fractal
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property of contour lines and propagate the property to the areas far from the contours. The nonlinear interaction of the propragational waves from some contours must have geomorophological
(·ousistelley. Hence, we call make the operator satisfy the requierlllent partially so far.

4

Shading examples

Here wt' show Home shadings of t.he t.errain models, t.n ,'ompare the model by the new method
with the ot.hers.
We put the aOm-pitched cant. our dat.a displayed in Figure 1 in computer, and obtain three terrain
models by differrent methods. Note that every height of the models is exaggerated in 5 times
"""tieally and t.he light is from upper-I"ft direction.

Figure 1: input contour data

Figure 2: by average of spline curves

Figure 3: by low-pass filter

Figure 4: by the new method

In Figure 2. the shading is given hy the method using the weighted average of .pline curves in
4-directions. In Fig'Ure 3. the 2·dimensional low-pass filter is operated on the stacking model.
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In Figure 4, the new method is used.
The landform in Figure 2 has strange pattems along the contour lines and various noises such as
the starlike noise. The landform in Figure 3 is vague and smooth without any fine folds, and has
the trace of contour lin",s on the area "'"th low-dense contours. In Figure 4, the information of
the contour data is fully used. The fine geolllorphological features as well as t.he line:; of valleys
and ridges are extracted from the contours "~thout any noises mentioned above.
5

Conclusion

We pr""..nt a n"':el m..t.hod to give a e1igit.al t.errrun model from contour data. The method is
consituted on a boundary value problem for the non-linear operator expressing the geomorphological features.
In this result, the information of contour data is fully used in the computation and a fine realistic
model with physkal consistency is given .. Th.. terrru~ models not only become free from the
Unm\hlral noises which are lmavoidable hv the "onventional methods. but also have the fract.al
feature naturally extracted from the cont~urs.
.
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